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NETSCOUT and McAfee Security Innovation Alliance
LEARN HOW TO DEPLOY, SCALE & OPTIMIZE YOUR
NETWORK SECURITY BEYOND 240GBPS

technologies deliver an enhanced level of network security, higher
availability, unmatched flexibility, and scalability worldwide.

Introduction

Benefits

Under the McAfee® Security Innovation Alliance (SIA) Partner Program,
NETSCOUT has integrated its nGenius® packet flow switches (PFS) with
McAfee’s inline security system, such as the McAfee Network Security
Platform (NSP). This partnership enables joint customers to achieve
a unprecedented level of security, availability, and redundancy when
deploying inline monitoring and security tools (i.e. McAfee’s Network
Security Platform), as well as the flexibility of aggregation, speed and
media conversion, intelligent load balancing, traffic grooming and
the ability to define how packets are handled in a powered off state
through PowerSafe™.

Maintenance for Inline Sensors without Service Impact:
Automatically reroute traffic during updates or maintenance so that
McAfee Sensors (passive or inline) can be inserted and removed
without having to experience network downtime

Unmatched Configuration Flexibility:
Choose from virtually limitless configuration possibilities between
Mixed Media (Fiber /Copper) or Speeds (1G / 10G/ 40G)

Easily Scalable Security Architecture:

The McAfee and NETSCOUT integration

Deploy a multiprotocol security infrastructure on a single device

The NETSCOUT nGenius packet flow switches enable you to easily
and rapidly deploy, scale and optimize your McAfee solutions. For
instance, with NETSCOUT you can connect multiple NSP Sensors to
each intelligent traffic capture device incrementally or immediately, in
passive or inline configurations. This flexibility enables you to support
multiple networks, network segments, and systems. The combined
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Table 1: This table provides a snapshot of the key features and benefits offered by integrating McAfee and NETSCOUT.
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USE CASE EXAMPLES
The McAfee and NETSCOUT packet flow switch solution can
accommodate a variety of different network architectures. Below are
two examples of common scalable architectures for both solutions.

Use Case One: Load Balancing and Scale Beyond 240Gbps
The nGenius 4200 series packet flow switch (PFS 4204) is capturing
and aggregating traffic from multiple 40G, 10G and 1G networks. The
PFS 4204 intelligently load balances the aggregated traffic into a bank
of 4 (or more) McAfee NSP Sensors which can be configured inline
or passively. Traffic is dynamically load balanced across the McAfee
Sensors. A copy of the active traffic can be sent intelligently via one
or more 1G, 10G or 40G links to one or more vBrokers for further
aggregation with other input sources which can then be load spread
and balanced across other passive McAfee security solutions. The
PFS 4204 continuously conducts application-level health checks on
all connected security devices to fully exercise the application stack
of the NSP and identify failures. Based on the result of these unique
application-level health checks, the customer can remove the failed
Sensor for maintenance purposes and reconnect the Sensor when
maintenance is complete with no interruption to the network. The PFS
4204 provides Selective Aggregation, Hardware-based Filtering (L2-L7+
Custom filtering), Session-Aware Load Balancing, Intelligent Redundant
vStack+™, Packet Optimization (Port & Time Stamping, Conditional
Packet Slicing, VLAN Tag and MPLS Label Stripping, and GTP Deencapsulation), Active Inline Aggregation and support for Microburst
Applications (Extended High Data Burst Buffering, Sub-Millisecond
Network Utilization for Capacity Planning).
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Use Case Two: Multiple Security Layers Through a
Single Platform
As opposed to the traditional approach of using dedicated devices
for each security layer, in this configuration the PFS 4204 filters and
redirects the copied traffic for analysis to the appropriate gateway
security appliance. To complement this analysis, McAfee Sensors
provide an additional layer of security. Users can configure multiple
Sensors statically so that they process only certain types of traffic, or
dynamically so that the traffic is spread across the McAfee Security
Sensors via load balanced groups. The active traffic can be copied and
forwarded to passive tools locally connected to the PFS 4204. With
load balancing and vStack+ users can direct any captured and copied
traffic on any network input, to a monitor output on another captured
tool anywhere. vStack+ scales to the largest networks while preserving
low latency and ensuring routing redundancy.

About NETSCOUT nGenius Packet Flow Switches
NETSCOUT nGenius packet flow switches optimize the flow of traffic
from the network to the security systems and monitoring tools.
These appliances collect and organize packet flows—creating a unified
packet plane that logically separates the network layer from the tool
layer. Our customers use packet flow switches to optimize and scale
both their service assurance platform and cybersecurity deployments
so that they can spend less time adding, testing and managing
their tools.
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